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ABSTRACT
The objective of the study is to provide a comprehensive load flow analysis to
determine the transformer tap setting under different Cogeneration plant operating
condition. The analysis covers the PETRONAS Penapisan (Melaka) Cogeneration
plant which supply power to the existing PETRONAS Second Refinery 1 and
PETRONAS Second Refinery 2 loads. In order to conduct the analysis, a simulation
software called Power System Analysis Toolbox (P.S.A.T) is used to determine the
voltage, real power and reactive power to be transfer at each bus during the load flow
analysis. The maximum loading limit of the power network is determined from the
point of voltage collapse of P-V curve and Q-V curve. In this project, the baseline
parameters values are first defined and entered as the data input, then the load flow
analysis is done to identify the weakest bus. Variation of a real power and reactive
power on the weakest bus and repetition of load flow analysis with the change of
loads and transformer tap setting is conducted in order to plot the P-V and Q-V curve
and to determine the maximum loading limit.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of Study
Maintenance of voltages on the network buses at their respective rated values is a
prime requisite. The voltages occurring depend on the network condition VIZ
exchange of generation, over excitation and under excitation limits, network
configuration, and presents of shunt compensation, transformer tap settings and
exchange of loading. System operators usually control the voltage collapse at some
buses by increasing reactive generation, capacitor switching and/ or tap changing. As
some devices reach their limits, the ability of controlling the voltage is lost and at
certain loading of the system, one type of instability occur which called voltage
collapse. This phenomenon is characterized by a sharp and fast decrease in voltage
magnitude. This fact illustrated by PV / QV curves. In this study, the load on a
particular bus is increased until the voltage collapse occurs. Then the minimum
reactive power to be injected at the particular load bus is calculated by an iterative
method. The same procedure is repeated for different load conditions and the
corresponding kVAR to be injected has been calculated.
1.2 Problem Statement
1.2.1 Problem Identification
A specific power transmission or distribution network has a maximum loading limit.
If the network is loaded beyond this limit, network operation will not be feasible. The
maximum loading limit for a specific practical power network will be determined
using point of voltage collapse on the PV and QV curve.
1.2.2 Significant ofthe Project
The strategies help in determining network limitations during design planning and
operational planning.
1.3 Scope of Study
1.3.1 Objectives ofthe Project
The main objective of this project is to determine the maximum loading limit of a
practical power system and the transformer tap setting under different operating
condition. The power system network of the PETRONAS Penapisan (Melaka)
Cogeneration plant which supply power to the existing PETRONAS Second Refinery
1 and PETRONAS Second Refinery 2 loads will be used. Other purpose of this
project are to study and understand the load flow analysis and learn how to do the
load flow using a power flow analysis software.
1.3.2 Feasibility ofthe Project within the Scope and Time Frame
The study spans over duration of two academic semesters and the scope of work
covers exploring problems, building design objectives, applying appropriate
methodology, producing and analyzing outcomes, as well as reporting the findings.
The first half of the project mainly involves research and study to acquire as much
knowledge as possible to ease the design work later on. Research work for these 10
weeks of the first semester revolves around familiarization with the software used to
do the load flow, identifying parameters used to initialize the load flow in a power
system, running load flow on existingpower networkprovided in the software, learn
howto interpret the simulation results, creating and developing data file and Simulink
model for a real power distribution network, running the load flow analysis for the
system. The work is then continued with the determination of the maximum loading
limit using P-V curve (nose curve). In the first halfof the project, the analysis only
covers the PETRONAS Second Refinery 2 (PSR2) of the power distribution network
of PETRONAS Penapisan (Melaka) Sdn. Bhd.
For the second half of the project, the duration is also 10 weeks, the same load flow
analysis and maximum loading limit determination process will be done but for the
overall power distribution network. The analysis covers the PETRONAS Penapisan
(Melaka) Cogeneration plant which supply power to theexisting PETRONAS Second
Refinery 1 and PETRONAS Second Refinery 2 loads. This part focuses more on
improving power flow of the power network system by introducing shunt
compensation into the system and to determine the correct transformer tap setting
under different Cogeneration plant operating condition which helps to maintain the
bus voltage at itsrated voltage during theoperation without causing anyover-voltage.
The area and scope of this project has been carefully planned, hence the project is
feasible and could be completed within the allocated time frame. A project plan and
Gantt chart has been develop to guide the progress of the project. If the plans are
strictly followed, the project will be a successful one.
( See Appendix A )
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction to Voltage Stability
2.1.1 Voltage Stability
Power system voltage stability is the capability of the power system to maintain the
acceptable voltages at all nodes under normal conditions and abnormal conditions.
Abnormal condition is a condition where the power system is being subjected to
contingency conditions.
A power system is said to have entered a state of voltage instability when a
disturbance causes a progressive and uncontrollable decline in voltage values. The
main factor for voltage collapse is basically caused by an unavailability of reactive
power support in an area of the network, where the voltage drops uncontrollably.
Besides, the voltage stability of a power system is also influenced by several factors
which are the transmission line characteristic, generator characteristics, reactive
power compensating devices, under-load tap-changing transformers and the loads.
The process of instability may be caused by some form of disturbance, resulting in
changes in the reactive power requirement. The disturbance may either be small or
large changes in essentials load. The consequence of the voltage instability may,
however, have widespread impact on the system.
Main contributing factors to voltage stability
1) Transmission line characteristic
2) Generator field and armature current limits
3) Generation automatic dispatch function (governor and AGC)
4) Reactive compensating devices
5) Co-ordination of protection and control system.
6) Under-Load Tap-Changing Transformers
7) Loads connected to the power network
2.1.2 Voltage Collapse
Voltage collapse is an instability of heavily loaded electric power systems which
leads to declining voltages and blackout. It is associated with bifurcation and reactive
power limitations of the power system. It is a problem associated with transfer of real
power (P) and reactive power (Q) through a highly inductive network. It is generally
associated with bifurcation of the nonlinear power system equations; that is, the
disappearance as parameters vary of the stable equilibrium at which the power system
is normally operated. System limits such as generator reactive power limits and tap
changing transformer limits are thought to be important in voltage collapse. Heavily
loaded power systems are closer to their stability limits and voltage collapse
blackouts will occur if suitable monitoring and control measures are not taken.
Voltage collapse typically occurs on power systems which are heavily loaded, faulted
and/or has reactive power shortages. There are six main contributing factors to the
voltage collapse which are the load characteristics and under-Ioad tap changer,
generator field and armature current limits, transmission line characteristics,
generation automatic dispatch functions, reactive power compensation and co
ordination ofprotection and control system.
2.1.3 Maximum Loading Limit
Maximum loading limit or transfer limit of an electrical power network is the
maximal real or reactive power that the system can deliver from the generation
sources to the load area. Specifically, the transfer limit is the maximal amount of
power corresponds to at least one power flow solution. From the well known P-V or
Q-V curves, one can observe that the voltage gradually decreases as the power
transfer amount is increased. Beyond the maximum loading limit, the power flow
solution does not exist, which implies that the system has lost its steady-state
equilibrium point.
2.2 Nose Curve Concept
This concept used P-V and Q-V curve to determine the maximum loading limit of a
power network.
2.2.1 P-V Curve
PV curve is also known as nose curve. It shows the relationship between real power
and the voltage at the selected bus. The loads and generations in selected areas are
increased in a predetermined manner to find the distance to voltage instability. A full
power flow solution is performed at each load level to obtain bus voltages to ensure
all system non-linearity are represented as the system is stressed. Stressing the system
by increasing the load is the most relevant measure for assessing the voltage stability
of the system. The voltage stability limit is reached when power flow solution fails to
converge.
Figure 1 : P-V Curve
The PV plot above show the sensitivity (variation) of the bus voltages with the load,
the distance to instability where the pre-contingency margin is between Pm and Po
while the post - contingency margin is between Pcm and Po. The PV curve presents
load voltage as function of loads or sum of loads. It present both solution of power
system. The power system has low current - high voltage and high current - low
voltage solutions. Power system only operates at the upper part of the PV curve. This
part of the PV curve is statically and dynamically stable. The head of the curve is
called the maximum loading point. The critical point where the solutions unite is the
voltage collapse point. The power system becomes more unstable at voltages unite
point. Voltage decreased rapidly due to requirement for infinite amount of reactive
power. The lower part of the PV curve is statically stable, but dynamically unstable.
2.2.2 Q-VCurve
In a QV curve, a variable reactive power source is placed at the selected bus to
control the bus voltagewithin a range. A full power flow is solved at each voltage set
point and the injected reactive power is computed to obtain a plot of injected reactive
power versus the bus voltage. QV plot shows the MVAR margin at the bus, the
voltage at which instability occurs, and the sensitivity of bus voltage to reactive
injection. In order to obtain a reasonable picture of the condition of the system, many
buses may have to be examined, requiring a vast numberof full power flow solutions.
The maindrawback is that the system is stressed in an unrealistic manner. Theslopes
may be misleading; the combination of the voltage margin and reactive margin is
required.
Figure 2 : Q-V Curve
2.3 Power Flow Analysis
Power flow analysis, commonly referred to as load flow, are the backbone of power
system analysis and design. It is an important tool involving numerical analysis
applied to a power system. A power flow study usually uses simplified notation such
asa one-line diagram and per-unit system, and focuses onvarious forms of AC power
(ie: reactive, real, and apparent) rather than voltage and current. The analysis is
necessary for planning, operation, economic scheduling and exchange of power
between utility. In addition, power flow analysis is required for many other analyses
such as transient stability and contingency studies. The purpose of a power flow
analysis program is to compute precise steady-state voltages of all buses in the
network, and from them the real and reactive power flows into every line and
transformer, under the assumption of knowngeneration and load.
In order to evaluate the performance of a power distribution network and to examine
the effectiveness of proposed alterations to a system in the planning stage, it is
essential that a load flow analysis of the network is carried out. The load flow studies
are carried out to determine:
i. The flow of active and reactive power in the power distribution network
branches,
ii. Confirm the bus barvoltages are within limits (±5% ofthe rated voltage),
iii. Power distribution network losses.
2.3.1 Power Flow Problem
The problem with solving a power flow is that it is a non-linear problem, which
greatly increases the difficulty of calculation. The only point where the solution is
initially known is at the buses where values are set as reference values. It is the
computation of the voltage magnitude and phase angle at each bus in the power
network under balanced three-phase steady-state conditions. As a by product of this
calculation, real and reactive power flows in the lines, transformers and loads can be
determined. The starting point of the powerflow problem is a single-line diagram of
the power system, from which the input data for the PSAT software can be obtained.
Input data consist ofbus data, transmission line data and transformers data.





At each bus, two of these variables (commonly the voltage magnitude and phase
angle) are specified as input data, and the other two variables are unknowns to be
computed by the power-flow program. Each bus is categorized into one of the
following three bus types:
Slack Bus (Reference bus)
Slack bus or Swingbus: a slackbus or swingbus is a specialgeneratorbus that serves
as the reference bus for the power system. The reference bus is generallyconnected to
a generator. The input datafor slack bus is i.ozo" perunit. After calculating system
power flows, the residual of the sum of the loads, minus totalgeneration, is injected at
the swing bus. This value is equivalent to system losses which can only be determined
after network solution.Generally often it is taken to be 1 p.u. The real and reactive
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power for this bus is uncontrolled, it supphes whatever P or Q is necessary to make
the power flows in the system balance.
PV Bus (Generator bus)
A generator bus is a bus at which the magnitude of the voltage is kept constant (by
adjusting the field current of a synchronous gen. tied to the bus). A generator bus is
also known as PV bus, becausethe real power and magnitude of the bus voltage |Vi| at
the bus are specified. Furthermore, the generator bus is a bus to which a generatoror
multiple generators are linked. Voltage and real power flow are regarded as known
quantities, while reactive power and phase angle are unknown.
PQ Bus (Load bus)
A load bus is a bus at which the real and reactive power is specified. A load bus is
also known as PQ bus (normally, real power Pi and reactive power Qi at the bus are
specified). Load buses comprise over 80% of most systems. In the load bus real and
reactive power flows are known but voltage and phase angle must be calculated.
11
2.4 Per-Unit System (p.u system)
Per Unit System is a normalization procedure which provides a mathematical basis
for analyzing power networks with relative ease and convenience. In the per-unit
system, voltages, currents, impedances, and powers are expressed in a normalized
fashion a percentages (or per-unit) of predefined base quantities. Per-unit (p.u)
quantity is one that is expressed as a decimal fraction of a predefined base quantity.
For example, if a base voltage were selected as 100V, then an actual voltage of 20V
would be expressed as 0.20 per unit.
The advantages of this method of description include ease of system representation;
elimination of transformer turns ratios and simplicity of number manipulation. The
per-unit representation results in a more meaningful and correlated data. It gives
relative magnitude information. There will be less chance of missing up between
single and three phase powers or between line and phase voltage. Besides, the p.u.
system is very useful in simulating machine systems on analog, digital, and hybrid
computers for steady-state and dynamic analysis.
In per-unit system, by properly specifying the base quantities, the transformer
equivalent circuit can be simplified. The ideal transformer winding canbe eliminated,
such that voltages, currents, and external impedances and admittance expressed in
per-unit do not change when they are referred from one side of the transformer to the
other side.
Manufacturers usually specify the impedance of a piece of apparatus in p.u. (or per
cent) on the base of the name plate ratingof power (S) and voltage (V). Hence, it can
be used directly if the bases chosen are the same as the name plate rating. The p.u.
impedance value of the various apparatus lies in a narrow range, though the actual
values vary widely.
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In general, the per-unit value is the ratio of the actual value and the base value of the
same quantity.
per unit value actual value
base value
Usually, manufacturers give impedance of equipment in percent on own base. The
percent value is the per unit value multiplied by 100: 2o/o = Z pu x 100%. The
expression "own base" means that the base voltage is the rated voltage of the
equipment, and the base power is the rated apparent power (in VA) of the equipment.
The following formulas is commonly used in per-unit system
e — p —q




7 _ l> — Y — basebase base base ^
base





When pieces of equipment with various different ratings are connected to a system,
it is necessary to convert their impedances to a per unit value expressed on the
same base. The base that we are converting from will be denoted by subscript M,
the base we are converting to will be denoted by subscript N. The base impedance
for the bases M and N are, respectively,
V2 V2M base „ v N basery 1V1 u o ry
^ Mbase ~~ ~Z ^N base
^Mbase ^Nbase
The per unit impedances on the bases M andN are, respectively
_ z z
^Mbase ^Nbase
where Z is the actual ohmic value of the impedance of the equipment. It follows
that
•^ ^M p.u. ^M base ^N p.u. ^N base
Substituting for the base impedances we get
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V Vrj Mbase y yNbase
"^Mp.u. "^ —^Np.u. "^
Mbase Nbase
° Nbase v Mbase
'Np.u. JMp.u.
Mbase v.Nbase
Using the MVA and kV notation,
MVA._ (kVMbase)2
'Nbase
= ZNp.u. mp-u mva fkV V
1V1VrtMbase VKVNbase/
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2.5 Introduction to Cogeneration Plant
2.5.1 Power Generation
A cogeneration plant is designed to generate electricity and HP steam required by the
refinery complex. It will utilize natural gas as fuel to drive a Gas Turbine / Heat
Recovery Steam Generation Package (GT/HRSG). [3]
2.5.2 Gas Turbine Generator and Heat Recovery Steam Generators
This is an open cycle gas turbine cogeneration. Two units of GTG / HRSG with
supplementary firing capability, operating at 85% of designed load will be installed.
Additional high pressure steam requirement of 87 ton/hr will be generated via the two
existing boilers [3]
Electricity generation specifications [3]
Average normal load = 75MW
Peak Load = 90MW
Installed capacity = GTG = 24MW
-STG -25MW
Top-up - ZERO
Non - firm standby = 21MW
2.5.3 Cogeneration Operating Condition
Three cogeneration operating condition will be analyzed throughout the project. The
operating condition are as follows:
• 2 gas turbine generator and I steam turbine generator
• 3 gas turbine generator and 1 steam turbine generator
• 4 gas turbine generator and 1 steam turbine generator
16
CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY AND PROJECT WORK
3.1 Procedure Identification
Some methodologies or procedures are planned and to be used to accomplish this
project as well as to meet all the objectives. In overall, the work execution of the first






Familiarization with PSAT software
' '
System data for load flow analysis
1 '
Simulink model ofthe power network
- '
Perform load flow analysis
' r
PV and QV curve at different loads
Figure3 : ProjectMethodology
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3.2 PV and QV method
Base case load flow of the given system
Selection of a significance bus (weakest bus)
Variation of a real power on the bus and repetition of load
flow analysis with the change of loads
Monitoring of voltage of the weakest bus for each of their
load values
Plotting of the PV and QV curves (nose curves), the nose
point indicating the limit of the maximum power transfer
Selection of shunt compensation for the weakest bus and the
power network, monitoring of bus voltage on the bus using
load flow analysis and for each of the load value, plotting of
nose curve indicating the enhance limit of power transfer.
Figure 4 : PV and QV methodology
18
33 Tools Required
3.3.1 MATLAB 6.1 (R12.1) or 7.0 (R14)
MATLAB is programming software. Therefore, it is the most appropriate software to
run any MATLAB based software packages for power system analysis.
3.3.2 PSAT 1.3.4
Power System Analysis Toolbox (PSAT) is required in order to carry out a load flow
analysis. PSAT is a MATLAB toolbox for electric power system analysis and
control. The command line version of PSAT is also GNU Octave compatible. PSAT
includes power flow, continuation power flow, optimal power flow, time domain
simulation and small signal stability analysis. All operations can be assessed by
means of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and a Simulink-based library provides an
user friendly tool for the network design [3],
PSAT core is the power flow routine, which also takes care of state variable
initialization. Once the power flow has been solved, further static and/or dynamic
analysis can be performed. These routines are as follows: [3]
1. Continuation power flow .
2. Optimal power flow
3. Small signal stability analysis
4. Time domain simulations
5. Phasor measurement unit (PMU) placement
19

























Figure 5 : P.S.A.T user interface
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3.4 Project Work and Case Study
The maximum loading of the power network will be determine based on three
Cogeneration operating conditions. The Simulink model of each network is modeled
in the Simulink using MATLAB 7.0. The system model is based on the existing data
from PETRONAS Penapisan (Melaka) Refinery 1 (PSR1) and PETRONAS
Penapisan (Melaka) Refinery 2 (PSR2). The power is supply by the co-generation
plant to the existing PETRONAS Penapisan (Melaka) Refinery 1 (PSR1) and
PETRONAS Penapisan (Melaka) Refinery 2 (PSR2) loads. The loads for each
Cogeneration operating condition will be the same. Power networks with capacitor
banks switched ON and OFF drawn using Simulink.
3.4.1 Casel: 2 Gas Turbine and 1 Steam Turbine
Network Statistic:
• Buses : 43
• Lines : 19
• Transformers: 23
• Generators 2
• Loads : 22
21
Figure 6 : Simulink model for case 1 (capacitor bank OFF)
Start/////
• Q0B-PSW2-0G!
Figure7 : Simulink model for case 1 (capacitorbank ON)
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3.4.2 Case 2 : 3 Gas Turbine and 1 Steam Turbine
Network Statistic
• Buses : 44
• Lines : 19
• Transformers: 24
• Generators 3




Figure 8 : Simulink modelfor case 2 (capacitorbank OFF)
23
»O5O-PSl«C-0ai
Figure9 : Simulink model for case 2 (capacitorbank ON)
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3.4.3 Case 3 : 4 Gas Turbine and 1 Steam Turbine
Network Statistic
• Buses : 46
• Lines : 19
• Transformers: 26
• Generators 5
• Loads : 22








Load flow analysis for each Cogeneration operating conditions is performed using
Power System Analysis Toolbox (PSAT) software. A simulation report is generated
for each cogeneration operating condition (See Appendix F). From the generated
report, the voltage of each bus of the power system can be obtained. The bus voltage
should be within 5% of its rated voltage. The weakest bus in power system is
determine by selecting a bus which have the lowest or the highest voltage level.
From the load flow analysis, it is found that the weakest bus in the system is bus 005-
PSW3-001, 11 kV bus at Substation 5. The bus supply 8.36724 kW and 5.033735
kVAR to the connected loads at both feeder A and B. Variation of a real power and
reactive power on the weakest bus and repetition of load flow analysis with the
change of loads, change of transformer tap settingand introduction of capacitorbanks
are done while monitoring and recording the voltage of bus 005-PSW3-001.
P-V and Q-V curve for each cogeneration operating condition are plotted to
determine the nose point which indicates the limit of the maximum power transfer.
Each case of cogeneration operating condition is analyzed when all capacitor banks in
the power network to be switched OFF, when all capacitor banks in the network to be
switched ON and when all capacitor banks in the power network are switched OFF
except the capacitor bank at the weakest bus. The analysis is also done for different
tap setting of transformer (005-PTR3-001A/B) which are for nominal tap, -2.5% tap,
-5.0% tap and + 2.5% tap. Lower the tap setting results in higher voltage at the
secondary voltagewhilehigher the tap will result in lower voltage at the secondary.
27
From PV and QV curve, the bus voltage at different transformer tap setting while
supplying its current load can be obtained. The voltage will vary if the tap setting of
the transformer changed. It is important to set the correct transformer tap setting to
ensure the bus voltage is near to its nominal voltage. If the bus voltage is higher than
its nominal voltage, insulation could be damaged and if the bus voltage is lower more
than 5% from its nominal voltage, the system operation will not be feasible. The
system stability is much more influenced by the reactive power. Lack of reactive
power leads to low voltage or voltage drop. The QV curve effects the voltage stability
more compare to the PV curve.
The PV and QV curve represent the maximum loading limit of the power network,
but for a plant like Melaka Refinery, the load connected at each bus are fixed. The
main concern of this project is to ensure that the bus voltage are kept near to the
nominal voltage of the respective bus when the power are delivered to the normal
load. The bus voltage can be kept near to its nominal voltage by either changing the
transformer tap setting or by adding the capacitors to the power network. In the PV
curve, the nominal transformer tap setting is represented by blue curve, the -2.5% of
tap setting is represented by pink curve, the -5.0% tap setting is represented by orange
curve and the +2.5% tap setting is represented by the green curve. Transformer tap
setting which leads to a bus voltage near to the nominal voltage should be set. The













































































































































































































































































































































































As shown in Figure 12, when capacitor connected at all bus as well as the weakest
bus (005-PSW3-001A/B) are switched OFF, the bus voltage will be at 0.94554 p.u
when the transformer tap setting is set to +2.5%. The transformer tap setting is then
set to its nominal tap to increase the bus voltage. When the tap setting is set to the
nominal tap (blue curve), the bus voltage increase to 0.97022 p.u. Then the
transformer tap setting is further reduced to -2.5% and the bus voltage increase to
0.99835 p.u (pink curve). When the tap setting is set to -5.0%, the bus voltage
increase to 1.02340 p.u (orange curve). Inorder tokept the bus voltage to the nominal
voltage of the weakest bus (005-PSW3-001A/B), the tap setting of-2.5% need to be
set. The bus voltage should not be higher than the nominal voltage because higher
voltage can cause damaged to the insulations and cables. So, tap setting of -5.0%
should not be chosen.
The suitable transformer tap setting when all capacitor banks are OFF except at the
weakest bus and when all capacitor bank is ON is also determined. When all
capacitor banks are OFF except the weakest bus, the nominal tap setting should be
chosen to ensure the bus voltage is kept near to its nominal voltage and when all
capacitor bank in the network are ON, the tap setting of-2.5% should be chosen. It
can be seen that the capacitor banks and the transformer tap setting influenced the



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Project work in the first semester and second semester has met the objectives
of the project. The maximum loading limitof the powernetwork has beendetermined
by running a load flow analysis and plotting the P-V and Q-V curves (nose curve).
The result has also proved that better load compensation will results in higher power
transfers in the power network while change of the tap setting of a transformer also
improves the bus voltage to a satisfactory value, enhance the load serving ability. It is
important to ensure that the all bus voltage are at their rated voltage during the
operation to prevent over-voltage or insulation damage. An recommend operational
planning for the PETRONAS Penapisan (Melaka) Sdn. Bhd has been prepared. The
success of the project depends on the effort of the student to grab and apply the
knowledge gained through out the learning stage. A constant meeting and discussion
with lecturers and supervisors has benefited the project a lot. Thus the management
and planning of the project is very critical due to the time constraint. Every stages of
the project have its own set of dateline to be accomplished and met. The author will
also get a valuable knowledge on the load flow analysis and voltage stability analysis.
The knowledge and experiences gained in the related field throughout the project is

























































































































































































































































Analysis based on all the weak buses in the network using nose point concept to
further enhance the results of the analysis and to determine the optimum capacitor
deployment and optimum transformer tap setting as well as to obtain more accurate
and reliable value ofmaximum loadinglimit of the power network.
36
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PTS 33,64.10,10 Electrical Engineering Guidelines
Peak load is calculated from the following formula:
Peak Load = x (%) E + y (%) F + z (%) G
Where
E; sum of all continuously operating loads
F: sum of all intermittent loads
G: sum of all stand-by loads
x, y, z are diversity factors
The following diversity factors are used:
X: 100%
Y : 30% is considered for MOV panels. For other switchgears / switchboards. It
is as much as the largest individual intermittent drive or consumer to be
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011-PSW2-0 7 -0.01782 -0.00384 0 -0.0003
000-PSW2-0 8 -0.0895 -0.00507 7e--005 -0.00151
000-PSW2-0 9 -0.08367 -0.03231 6e--005 -0.00244
011-PSW2-0 10 -0.04762 -0.016 0.00011 -0.0003
000-PSW2-0 11 -0.0895 -0.00507 7e--005 -0.00151
000-PSW2-0 12 -0.06551 -0.02489 6e--005 -0.00161
000-PSW2-0 13 -0.06551 -0.02489 6e--005 -0.00161
000-PSW2-0 14 -0.01306 0.00039 0 -0.00079
000-PSW2-0 15 -0.01306 0.00039 0 -0.00079
011-PSW2-0 16 -0.04762 -0.01594 le--005 -0.0003
000-PSW2-0 17 -0.08367 -0.03231 6e--005 -0.00244
011-PSW2-0 18 -0.11323 -0.0085 2e--005 -0.00025
011-PSW2-0 19 -0.01782 -0.00384 0 -0.0003
'SW2-0 BusOl 20 -0.24651 -0.04555 0 0.02139
35W2-0 Bus02 21 -0.24651 -0.04555 0 0.02139
>SW2-0 Bus03 22 -0.17375 -0.05067 0 0.01115
35W3-0 BU509 23 -0.11324 -0.00608 0 0.00242
3SW3-0 BUSll 24 -0.01654 -0.00476 0 0.00021
3MC4-0 BUS12 25 -0.01782 -0.00358 0 0.00026
014-PMC3-0 26 -0.02668 -0.0171 0 0.00046
^SWS-O BUS13 27 -0.11324 -0.00608 0 0.00242
013-PSW3-0 28 -0.00994 -0.0049 0 0.00015
'MC4-0 BUS15 29 -0.04762 -0.01496 0 0.00104
3MC4-0 BUS21 30 -0.01782 -0.00358 0 0.00026
:>SW3-0 BUS8 31 -0.08367 -0.02978 0 0.00253
3SW3-0 BUS18 32 -0.08367 -0.02978 0 0.00253
35W4-0 015-PSW3-0 33 -0.00261 -0.0015 0 2e-005
'SW4-0 015-PSW3-0 34 -0.00261 -0.0015 0 2e-005
3SW2-0 Bus36 35 -0.24651 -0.04555 0 0.02139
>mc3-0 BUS16 36 -0.0895 -0.00362 0 0.00146
013-PSW3-0 37 -0.00994 -0.0049 0 0.00015
014-PMC3-0 38 -0.02668 -0.0171 0 0.00046
>MC3-0 Bus26 39 -0.0895 -0.00362 0 0.00146
>sw3-0 Bus33 40 -0.06551 -0.02382 0 0.00107
3MC4-0 BUS7 41 -0.04762 -0.01491 0 0.00104
DSW3-0 Bus35 42 -0.06551 -0.02382 0 0.00107
5sw3-0 BUS3 43 -0.01306 0.0005 0 0.00012
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-0.11324 -0.01817 2e--005 -0.00024
-0.01654 -0.01004 0 -0.00029
-0.01782 -0.01028 0 -0.00029
-0.08949 -0.01507 7e--005 -0.00146
-0.08367
-0.05351 7e--005 -0.00234
-0.04762 -0.03046 0.00014 -0.00029
-0.08949 -0.01507 7e--005 -0.00146
-0.0655 -0.03986 7e--005 -0.00155
-0.06551 -0.03986 7e--005 -0.00155
-0.01306 -0.00796 0 -0.00077





-0.11323 -0.01817 2e-•005 -0.00024
-0.01782 -0.01028 0 -0.00029
-0.24651 -0.07095 0 0.02281
-0.24651 -0.07095 0 0.02281
0.07218 -0.08034 0 0.00404
-0.11323 -0.01565 0 0.00251
-0.01654 -0.00977 0 0.00027
-0.01782 -0.00994 0 0.00034
-0.02668 -0.0171 0 0.00048
-0.11323 -0.01565 0 0.00251
-0.00994
-0.0049 0 0.00015
-0.04762 -0.02912 0 0.00134
-0.01782 -0.00994 0 0.00034
-0.08367 -0.05034 0 0.00318
-0.08367 -0.05034 0 0.00318
-0.00261 -0.0015 0 2e-005
-0.00261 -0.0015 0 2e-005
-0.24651 -0.07095 0 0.02281





-0.02668 -0.0171 0 0.00048
-0.0895
-0.01355 0 0.00153
-0.06551 -0.03855 0 0.0Q131
-0.04762 -0.02912 0 0.00134
-0.06551 -0.03855 0 0.00131
-0.01306 -0.00779 0 0.00016
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